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Abstract 

 

 

 

 

Cognitive radio technology provides a solution for the spectrum scarcity issue by allowing the 

unlicensed users which are the cognitive radio devices to share the licensed band with the licensed 

(primary) users. The abilities of cognitive radio device help the secondary (unlicensed) nodes to 

observe the licensed band and to adjust their transmission parameters for maintaining the primary 

communication since in cognitive radio networks, it is essential that the existence of the unlicensed 

users must not harm the licensed network. Under these circumstances, we consider vertical 

cooperative transmission where primary transmission is not severely damaged by the secondary 

interference since each primary pair (transmitter and receiver) selects a neighbor secondary user as a 

cooperative relay to assist their transmission. Cooperation provides an increase in the signal-to-

interference-ratio (SIR) of the primary network which can be harnessed by the secondary network as 

an additional bandwidth for their communication. We propose three relay selection rules so the 

influence of the relay’s position over the temporal and spatial correlations can be evaluated for 

different network conditions. Additionally, we implement primary exclusive region (PER) for each 

primary pair in the network which covers primary nodes, and all secondary users locate inside the zone 

become inactive. According to the outage model proposed in paper [2], temporal and spatial 

correlations are assumed to be 1 and 0 respectively; however it is estimated that regarding the 

environmental factors and the relay’s location, these correlation values may vary. This thesis work is 

based on the validation of the assumptions provided in paper [2] and our results demonstrate that the 

temporal and spatial correlation values changes under different circumstances and with different relay 

selection rules. The simulation results also show that PER significantly stimulates the cooperation 

performance thereby increases the transmission quality of the primary network.  

Keywords: Cognitive radio network, vertical cooperation, temporal correlation, spatial correlation, 

primary exclusive region 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

A new era of information has started when internet becomes widespread and the development of the 

wireless applications and services made accessing the data even easier and faster for the users. Every 

day, more people are using wireless devices for their personal and professional necessities. However a 

large portion of the prime spectrum below 3 GHz is licensed through the years to governmental 

organizations, military and private sectors. Therefore the remaining frequency band is not sufficient to 

fulfill the increasing demand on the wireless technology.  

The recent measurements exhibit that 90% of the time the licensed bands remain unused. [1] These 

results and the urgent need for the spectrum utilization constitute the concept of cognitive radio 

networks. First of all, what is a cognitive radio? Cognitive radio device is an intelligent radio device 

that learns from its external environment and adapts by changing its operational parameters to use the 

spectrum efficiently. Cognitive radio networks allow for the licensed users share the same spectrum 

with the unlicensed users; however this spectrum sharing should not affect the licensed user’s 

operations. Therefore, unlicensed user, in this case the cognitive user, tries to access the spectrum by 

considering the impact of their transmission on the reception quality of the licensed user. Generally the 

licensed users referred as primary users since they have the priority to access the spectrum, and the 

unlicensed users are referred as secondary users.  

In cognitive radio networks, three spectrum access methods are defined for the cognitive radios; in 

spectrum interweave the cognitive users detect the spectral holes to utilize the spectrum so their 

transmission does not coincide with the primary transmission. In spectrum underlay, cognitive users 

can reach the same spectrum as primary users; however they limit their transmission so it will appear 

as noise to the primary network. These two spectrum access methods offer conservative approach for 

the secondary users since it strictly focuses on the protection of the primary network. However, lastly 

the spectrum overlay method suggests for the cognitive users to share the same spectrum with primary 

users while no harm is given to the communication of the primary, and secondary network can 

increase its transmission capacity. For all spectrum access methods, cognitive users harness the 

channel state information of the network such as in spectrum interweave the knowledge about spectral 

gaps and in spectrum underlay the QoS requirements of the primary network can be obtained. In 

spectrum overlay, more developed methods are used such as the cognitive radio can lie as a relay 

between the primary transmitter and receiver so it contributes the primary transmission. To do so, 

cognitive radio device acquires the primary transmission codes and when it receives a signal from the 

source; it will decodes, encodes and forwards it to the destination. Finally the primary destination node 

receives two copies of the signal so their SIR increases thereby their transmission capacity increases. 

This increment in the transmission capacity of the primaries can be utilized by the secondary network 

so they can obtain additional capacity for their transmission.  

In this thesis work, we design a cognitive radio network and implement a cooperation scheme between 

the secondary and primary users which is referred as vertical cooperation. In vertical cooperation, each 

primary transmitter and receiver pair chooses a secondary user as their relay node which uses decode-

and-forward strategy for relaying. Similar network design is tested under the implementation of a 

primary exclusive region which offers to enclose each primary pair with an exclusive zone and no 

secondary transmission is allowed, however relaying is acceptable. In this case the primary nodes have 
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been guarded from the harmful interference of the secondary network and secondary transmitters are 

able to increase their transmission, since they are aware that their interference has less effect on the 

primaries.  

This described system model of this master thesis is based on the model in paper [2] of L. Wang and 

V. Fodor. In their paper two assumptions are used to derive the outage probability of cooperation; 

however it is also pointed out that these two assumptions might vary depending on the environmental 

conditions and the relay’s position. Therefore in this paper, we aim to evaluate these assumptions 

which are related to the correlation of interferences at the primary receiver in both time fractions 

(temporal correlation), and the correlation of interferences at the primary receiver and its relay node 

(spatial correlation), for changing network conditions and different relay’s positions. Hence three relay 

selection rules are deployed in the thesis so the primary pair can select a relay according to its 

closeness to the primary transmitter, primary receiver or to the center point between transmitter and 

receiver. Furthermore, in the thesis project several scenarios are tested that each represents a different 

network condition. Similar scenarios are also analyzed with the consideration of PER where its effect 

on the temporal and spatial correlation; therefore on the assumptions can be observed. 

The reminder of the master thesis report is structured as follows: Chapter 2 provides a brief description 

about the technical concepts that are going to be used in the following chapters. It gives an overview 

about cognitive radio, cognitive radio networks, cooperation and primary exclusive region. The related 

works to this paper are also discussed in this chapter. Chapter 3 describes the details of the networking 

design, channel and interference modeling and relaying scenario. Also the discussion of primary 

exclusive region and how it is going to be introduced to the defined system is explained. Chapter 4 

provides specifications about the simulation framework. The correlation computations are elaborated 

in this chapter. Chapter 5 provides an explanation for the constitution of the scenarios that are tested in 

this project. The numerical and graphical results are presented in here where also their analysis is 

given in this chapter. Finally chapter 6 concludes this thesis paper and suggests further development 

ideas regarding this project. 
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CHAPTER 2  

BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK 

 

 

 

2.1 Overview 

Over the past few years, research for cognitive radio networks has increased due to the importance of 

solving the spectrum scarcity issue. All these years, the radio frequencies are allocated to the people 

for entitling them as the licensed users of these specific radio frequencies; however this distribution is 

the reason that so few bandwidth left for the usage of the developing wireless technology. Figure 2.1 is 

the frequency allocation chart published by National Telecommunications and Information 

Administration (NTIA), regulatory body in United States, shows the seriousness of the situation. The 

entire licensed prime spectrum can be seen as the darker areas where the part indicated as “NOT 

ALLOCATED” is the only band that remains unlicensed.  

 

Figure 2.1. Frequency allocation chart published by NTIA [15] 

CRNs suggest that the licensed users share the same spectrum with the unlicensed users, however if 

the spectrum owned by the licensed user, how are they going to agree to share it with? Well, research 

has shown that most of the licensed bands are unused during a large portion of time. To clarify with an 

example, figure 2.2 shows the measurement of the specific bandwidth in New York, where the peak 

points in the graphs represents the active wireless transmissions and lower values of power spectral 

density represents the unoccupied wireless spectrum which appears densely in the figure. Cognitive 
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radio networks propose to utilize these unoccupied spectrums by introducing the unlicensed user in the 

frequency band.  

Figure 2.2. Wireless spectrum between 928-948 MHz in New York. [4] 

Introducing the unlicensed users as secondary users in the frequency where the licensed users have the 

priority to communicate has its own challenges. Most of the papers and researches related to the 

cognitive radio networks focused on the interference caused by the secondary users and its effect on 

the primary transmission. These works shared a common opinion that the interference caused by 

secondary must be controlled so the primary transmission shouldn’t get damaged by the existence of 

the secondary network. For the study of the cognitive radios, a lot of discussions have been made and 

different ways of cognitive radio network implementations have been proposed. In the further 

sections, these proposals are going to be evaluated where a brief description for each topic related to 

the thesis work is given. 

2.2 Cognitive Radio 

Cognitive radio device is an intelligent system that is aware of its environment, learns from it and 

adapts the environment by changing the certain operating parameters such as transmission power, 

carrier frequency and modulation strategy in time to efficiently utilize the radio spectrum. Cognitive 

radio device, firstly introduced in the PhD dissertation by Mitola [3], is built upon a software defined 

radio; therefore it is reconfigurable. Additional to the reconfigurability, cognitive radio device has the 

capabilities such as awareness, intelligence, learning, adaptivity, reliability and efficiency. [4] 

2.2.1 Cognitive Radio Tasks 

The paper [5] is considered as a mile stone for understanding the operations of cognitive radio. The 

cognition cycle is introduced by the author where cognitive radio tasks divided into radio scene 

analysis, channel identification and multiple access control.  

Radio scene analysis consists of determination of the interference temperature in the radio 

environment and the determination of the spectral holes that are free of radio frequency except for the 

ambient noise. Channel identification includes estimation of channel state information (CSI) to 

compute and predict the channel capacity of the radio link. After evaluating the obtained information 

from radio scene analysis and channel identification, the multiple access control performs dynamic 

spectrum management operations and adjusts the transmission power before transmitting the signal. 
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Figure 2.3. Cognition cycle [5] 

The model proposed by paper [5] represents the simple behavior of a cognitive radio that only focuses 

on the transmission where the spectral holes occur. Future discussions include more developed models 

where the cognitive radio networks benefit from more knowledge about the spectrum and employ 

them for the utilization of the band.  

2.3 Cognitive Radio Network Behaviors 

The cognitive radios that operate within each network have different foundation and performance 

boundaries, furthermore each primary network have their own QoS requirements. According to these, 

the utilization of the band depends on the information that cognitive radios obtain about the spectral 

environment and eventually how they adapt to it. Hereby, the cognitive radio networks benefit from 

the knowledge of its surrounding and access the spectrum in three ways:  

2.3.1 Spectrum Interweave 

In this method, the cognitive users determine the spectral holes, and access the band only during these 

spectral holes. Therefore the interference from the cognitive (secondary) network to the primary 

network is avoidable. The two networks, primary and secondary, might use the time division multiple 

access (TDMA) or frequency division multiple access (FDMA) methods which ensure the secondary 

signals do not interfere with the primary transmission. The paper [5] based on the interweave spectrum 

access method, which only gives the opportunity for the secondary users to transmit during the 

spectral gaps. Even though this model guarantees the primary transmission quality, there are more 

developed models have been introduced that also provide for secondary users transmit at the same 

time or frequency with the primary users.  

2.3.2 Spectrum Underlay 

The secondary users transmit over the same spectrum with the primary users, however the interference 

is limited in a way that the presence of secondary users appear as noise to primary users. In other 

words, the spectrum underlay proposes to avoid interference by maintaining it under the determined 

threshold. This threshold is decided according to the primary QoS requirements. Cognitive radio 

requires knowing the interference threshold and the effect of secondary transmission on the primary 

receiver.  
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2.3.3 Spectrum Overlay 

The secondary users transmit over the same spectrum with the primary users, however this time they 

employ the developed signal processing and coding to maintain or improve the primary transmission 

while they gain some additional bandwidth for their own. [4] The cognitive radio benefit from CSI by 

employing the primary network operations such as primary user’s codebook. The secondary network 

uses the primary user’s codebook to decode the primary user’s message so it can assist the primary 

user’s transmission. 

 

      (a) Spectrum interweave                     (b) Spectrum underlay                            (c) Spectrum overlay 

Figure 2.4. Three cognitive radio network behaviors [4] 

The paper [6] based on the discussion about these three spectrum access methods where paradigms for 

all of them are taken into account to compare the convenience of the methods. One of the paradigms 

discussed about the overlay spectrum access is that the knowledge that secondary users obtain about 

the primary user’s transmission or message, can be exploited by the secondary users. For underlay 

spectrum access, the limited transmission that is allowed for the secondary users is considered 

restrictive and it obligates the secondary users for short range communication. Considering these 

drawbacks, the authors proposes that the interweave spectrum access method provides a better 

approach to ensure the primary transmission quality and confidentiality by completely avoiding 

interference. Furthermore, other study held within the paper [6] discusses about the comparison 

between the spectrum underlay and overlay methods according to the degree of freedom which is the 

approximation of the sum capacity. As a result, overlay spectrum access method has a higher degree of 

freedom than the underlay spectrum access method that indicates that avoiding interference as 

spectrum underlay method is inadequate where the interference can be used to help other nodes to 

communicate. However, the determination of a better method is not the aim of the paper. The authors 

discuss about the drawbacks and comparison of the methods, and agreed that the varied CSI requires 

different network access methods. 

2.3.4 Outage Probability Studies in CRNs 

If the transmission rate is greater than the channel capacity, then the outage occurs and it results as a 

transmission error. The outage probability indicates the probability that an outage occurs within the 

specified time interval. Outage probability is a widely used entity to study the effect of secondary 

transmission over the primary performance.   

The paper [7] introduces the successive interference cancellation (SIC) method which proposes that 

the strongest signal is cancelled by re-encoding the decoded signal and interfering signal at the 

receiver side is regenerated and subtracted from the received signal. [14] The paper focuses on the 

comparison of two spectrum access methods that are spectrum underlay and spectrum overlay, with 

SIC and without SIC. The simulations in [7] focus on the effects of the transmitter density for both 

primary and secondary outage probability and transmission capacity. Even though the paper [7] 

concludes as the SIC is a useful method for spectrum underlay and spectrum overlay; the outage 

probability with increasing density of transmitters causes high number of strong signals, so SIC  

eliminates large portion of the signals in the simulation which is not desired for the wireless network 

studies. 
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Another paper that focuses on the outage probability studies in wireless networks that coexist together 

is paper [8]. Paper [8] based on the spectrum overlay model where the change on outage probability 

and its effect on the transmission capacity for both primary and secondary networks are studied. The 

results that are obtained within the paper exhibits that the slight decrease on the primary outage 

probability causes high increases in the sum transmission capacity for the overlaid network where 

tradeoff between primary transmission capacity and secondary transmission capacity is possible. 

However the results are acceptable if the target outage probability and target increment of the outage 

probability of primary network are small; therefore the model becomes inadequate if the outage 

probability increases with a big difference.  

2.4 Cooperation 

In an AWGN (additive white Gaussian noise) environment, increase in the signal to noise ratio (SNR) 

causes the error detection probability to decay exponentially, however in fading environment it decays 

inversely with SNR. In other words, increasing SNR is insufficient to fight against the affect of fading. 

Diversity techniques are very effective to handle the issue by combining several copies of the signal 

transmitted through the independent fading paths. [4] 

Multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) systems have been generally used for sending and receiving 

multiple signals through the network; however due to size, cost or hardware limitations not all wireless 

nodes are able to support MIMO antennas. Cooperative communication proposes to harness the useful 

parts of MIMO systems. The idea is that single antenna devices can share their antennas to create a 

virtual MIMO system. Accordingly, the destination node receives several copies of the signal which 

are transmitted through the different routes and exposed to independent fading channels without the 

necessity of an extra antenna. Moreover, in a direct transmission system, the signal from the relay 

node can be regarded as interference, whereas in cooperative diversity technique considers the other 

signal as a contribution to the transmission. Therefore relaying helps to achieve the diversity gain by 

sending several copies of the signal and reduces the probability of error. [20] 

2.4.1 Cooperative Relaying Strategies 

Cooperative diversity can be achieved by employing different strategies. These strategies determine 

the operations of the relay node during the cooperation. The most known methods of cooperative 

relaying strategies are amplify-and-forward (AF), decode-and-forward (DF) and compress-and-

forward (CF).  

      (a) Decode-and-forward                    (b) Amplify-and-forward                 (c) Compress-and-forward 

Figure 2.5. Relaying strategies [25] 

According to DF technique, the relay node decodes the signal that is sent by the source node, then re-

encodes and forwards it to the destination node. If the source transmission contains errors then it is 

unlikely for the relay node to decode the received signal. Therefore SNR threshold is introduced to 

provide whether the relay can decode the received signal or not. Regarding the situation, the 

performance of DF strategy is close to optimal when the relay node locates near the source node. [22] 

AF does not decode the received signal, only amplifies it and forwards it to the destination. The 
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performance of AF is considered better than DF in such cases like the probability that the channel 

between the relay and the destination is so noisy that it prevents the signal to arrive the destination 

node reliably. So the relay node is desperate in DF mode; however with AF it can at least amplify and 

forward the signal. [21] Additionally in CF method, the relay node compresses the received signal, and 

then sends the compressed information to the destination without decoding the signal. CF has better 

performance when the relay is near the destination node. [22] 

2.4.2 Horizontal Cooperation 

Considering the cognitive radio networks, the cooperation among only primary nodes or only 

secondary nodes considered as horizontal cooperation which is represented in figure 2.6.  

 

Figure 2.6. Transmission techniques [2] 

The paper [9] considers horizontal cooperation between the primary nodes where decode-and-forward 

scheme is implemented and secondary nodes transmit directly. The scenarios are implemented as 

considering fading and fading free environment where the comparison between the direct transmission 

and the cooperation has been made regarding the effect on the outage probability of primary network. 

The results indicate that the scenarios with cooperation have less effect on the outage probability of 

primary network with the increasing transmission density of secondary network, than the scenarios 

with direct transmission. Furthermore, outage probability and transmission capacity presents worse 

results in the fading environment than the fading free environment. The paper concludes that the larger 

transmission capacity obtained by the cooperation technique can be used to increase the capacity of 

secondary network without harming the primary network.  

Moreover, the results point out a different concept that is the location of the relay during the 

cooperation. The relay placed in fixed locations between the source and destination node and the 

results of the outage probability is affected by the position of the relay. This placement doesn’t 

provide a generalized conclusion about the ideal position of the relay, since the relay is located 

manually on a fixed point, however attracts the attention over the importance of the relay’s position 

within the cooperation.  

2.4.3 Vertical Cooperation 

Vertical cooperation consists of primary and secondary networks where primary node or the secondary 

node can act as a relay as shown in figure 2.6. A vertical cooperation scheme with decode-and-forward 

relaying is considered in paper [10]. The paper [10] proposes protocol to provide an outage probability 

performance for the primary network lower than or equal to the case where the secondary network do 

not exist. Therefore, secondary nodes lie as a relay between the primary nodes where the transmission 

power of the secondary is controlled by dividing it into two fractions. One of the power fractions is 

used for the relaying for primary whereas the other one is employed for the secondary’s own 

transmission. Taken into account that the secondary relay is in active mode, the distance between the 

relay and primary transmitter is regarded in [10]. As a result of the paper, the ideal power fraction for 

relaying and the distance between the secondary relay and the primary transmitter is determined to 
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provide the desired outage performance for primary. However, [10] also points out that the continuous 

increase in the power fraction for the relaying cannot decrease the outage probability of the primary as 

a result of the decoding failure occurs in the secondary relay. 

Paper [11] proposes an interference-free cognitive network model where the secondary transmitter 

relays the primary transmission. The network model introduced in [11] shares some similarities with 

the network model in [10]; however instead of considering the power fraction in the secondary 

transmitter side, the main focus is on the transmission powers for the primary and the secondary 

networks. The evaluation of the results revolves around the effect of the varying transmission powers 

of primary and secondary on the outage behaviors for both. With the ideal distance between the 

primary transmitter and the secondary relay, secondary network performs with lower outage 

probability and transmits with high transmission power while the primary outage probability decreases 

with high transmission power. Therefore, the model proposed by [11] succeeds to provide for both 

primary and secondary networks transmit with high powers meanwhile maintaining their outage 

probabilities low. The models in [10] and [11] both consist of one primary transmitter one primary 

receiver form primary network where one secondary transmitter and one secondary receiver form 

secondary network. Even though the models are clear to demonstrate the efficiency of cooperation 

method comparing to the direct transmission, considering highly dense network the results they 

present may change.  

2.5 Primary Exclusive Region 

Primary exclusive region is a disk area surrounds the primary nodes and no active secondary node is 

allowed within that disk area. PER simply maintains the primary transmission quality by creating a 

distance among the secondary transmitters and the primary nodes, therefore the interference caused by 

the secondary network will be less effective.  

Paper [12] provides a study for the determination of PER radius where the primary transmitter is 

located at the origin of PER and the receivers located inside the PER. As an addition, a guard band 

around the PER is introduced for avoiding the worst case scenario where the primary receiver can be 

located at the edge of PER and the highly dense secondary transmitters are located at the outside 

boundary of PER which causes strong interference for the primary receiver. Under the consideration of 

the expected outage performance of primary users, the relation between the PER radius and the guard 

band as well as the PER radius and the primary transmission power are examined in [12]. The results 

are contributive for the studies of cognitive radio networks with PER, however the model only ensures 

the outage probability of primary network where the utilization of secondary transmission capacity is 

neglected.  

Effects of shadowing on the size of PER with the defined outage constraints of the primary network is 

studied by paper [13]. The network model is designed where the fading is only caused by shadowing 

and path loss occurs. Similar to [12] a protective band is considered around PER and in [13] primary 

receiver is placed at the origin on PER. The behavior of outage probability is examined with the 

increasing radius of PER, however the changes on the speeds in the result are affected by the different 

shadowing standard deviations. Therefore the relationship among the PER radius and shadowing 

standard deviation is presented by [13] and it proves that the PER radius grows exponentially with the 

increasing shadowing. Furthermore the effect of the path loss is studied for PER and concluded as the 

smaller the path loss exponent, bigger the PER radius gets which can be explained as the smaller path 

loss exponent causes less isolation from the environmental interference therefore requires larger 

exclusive zone. The determination of the size of PER is a valuable topic where the remaining area is 

used for the benefit of the secondary users. However instead of limiting the PER size, presenting 

cooperation even inside the PER can be also beneficial for both networks.  
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CHAPTER 3  

 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

 

 

 

In this chapter, we explain how we design our system by explaining our cognitive radio network 

model and its channel specifications. In our further chapters, we are going to focus on the interference 

analysis; therefore the interference computations are defined in here. Moreover, the relaying schemes 

and the definition of primary exclusive region are introduced in this chapter 

3.1 Networking Scenario 

The network model consists of two wireless networks (primary network and secondary network) that 

coexist in the same geographical area and shares the same spectrum. Figure 3.1 depicts a simple 

cognitive radio network model where primary transmitters and primary receivers constitute the 

primary network and, secondary transmitters and secondary relays form the secondary network. The 

network is based on the decentralized model, which means there are no base stations or no supervisors 

are monitoring the network performance. The communication through the nodes happens with single 

hop transmission.   

 

Figure 3.1. Network model 

Nodes from both secondary and primary networks access the channel by using time-slotted medium 

access scheme with fixed time slot. All transmitters use ALOHA-type transmission without 

centralized scheduling where time schedules between the two networks are synchronized.  

To work in a cognitive mode, the secondary user is required to control its transmission to restrict the 

outage probability which is harmful for the primary users’ communication. In that case   , the 

probability of secondary users’ transmission per time-slot is introduced to the network to manage the 

secondary transmission. It is assumed that the primary node density     is taken smaller than the 

secondary node density    so the network is dominated by the secondary users. This assumption 

reflects the real-life model where there is a limit for the primary user numbers to ensure the reception 

quality. So it won’t be expected to have higher number of primary users than the secondary users in 

the network. [9] Accordingly, if all secondary transmitters within the network transmit at the same 

time, the primary communication will severely affected by their interference. Therefore   limits the 

secondary transmission by allowing only determined percentage of the secondary transmitters to 

access the spectrum where these transmitters are selected randomly for each time slot. The primary 

transmission on the other hand is not limited or controlled so all the primary transmitters in the 
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network are active during   . So the density of the primary nodes in time slot   is     while the 

secondary node density becomes    . 

3.1.1 Vertical Cooperation  

In vertical cooperation, method primary pair selects a secondary user as a relay node according to the 

relay selection rules which will be discussed in section 3.4. Cooperation among the secondary and 

primary nodes takes place where primary transmitter send signal to both primary receiver and 

secondary relay node. According to the DF relaying strategy, secondary relay decode the received 

signal by using primary node’s codebook, re-encode and transmit it to the primary receiver. The 

codebook information can be obtained if the primary users broadcast its codebook periodically or their 

codebook is based on a publicized codebook. [6] There is a chance that the primary pair has no relay 

node for cooperation; in that case the direct transmission takes place between the primary source and 

destination nodes as indicated in figure 3.2.  

 

                                           Figure 3.2. Overlaid cognitive network example [9] 

Cooperative transmission takes place in one time slot     where the transmission is split into two 

phases. First phase as shown in figure 3.2 occurs in     time slot where primary source node 

transmits to both secondary relay and primary receiver. In second phase the relay node transmits the 

message to the primary destination node; however in some cases the secondary relay cannot decode 

the message or the link between the secondary relay and primary destination can fail. As a result of 

these, the primary transmitter re-transmits the message to the primary receiver. Eventually destination 

node combines and decodes the received signals from both source node and the relay node [9]. 

Therefore, even when there is a severe fading between the source and destination nodes; the message 

might be successfully transmitted to the destination through the relay node [18]. The secondary 

transmitters which are not selected as a relay transmit during the whole time slot  . 

3.2 Propagation Channel Modeling 

3.2.1 Rayleigh Fading 

Rayleigh fading is often experienced in an environment where the number of reflections is quite high. 

Rayleigh fading analyzes the propagation channel with statistical approach and it mostly fits the 

situations where the signal propagates through the different paths and none of them is dominant over 

the other. Rayleigh fading is specifically suitable to our model since multiple copies of the signal are 

transmitted to the destination through different paths via cooperation. In this model, there is no single 

path for the signal that determines the statistical approach so the analysis of the radio communication 

channel can be done.  
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In any communication environment, the direct path or the line of sight path is the most obvious route. 

However there will be obstacles on the line of sight path, so the signal will scatter and reaches the 

destination through different other paths. When the signals reach the destination, the whole signal is 

formed by the combination of all these signals that travels through different routes. However since 

each signal travels through a different path, their path lengths vary and consequently they obtain 

different phases. As a consequence, when the signals are combined together, some of them add, 

whereas others subtract from the overall signal depending on if they are in phase of out of phase.  [16] 

The Rayleigh fading model is appropriate to the channel model where there is no dominant path for 

the signal to propagate and it is really helpful to evaluate the radio signal propagation on a statistical 

basis. However Rayleigh fading has a small scale effect regarding the path loss upon which the fading 

is superimposed. [23] 

3.2.2 Path Loss 

Path loss is a significant factor regarding the design of any radio communications system wireless 

networks. The path loss is the reduction in power density of an electromagnetic wave of signal as it 

propagates through the environment. 

There are many reasons for the radio path loss to occur: 

 Free space loss:  The free space loss is caused when the signal travels over a line of sight 

path in free space. That means, in this environment there are no obstacles that causes for the 

signal to be reflected or refracted. The free space loss only focuses on the losses occur in the 

free space and does not include any other factors such as transmitting power, or reception 

quality. To be clearer, assume a signal is spreading out from a transmitter. It moves away 

from the source node and spreads out in the form of a sphere. As it moves, the surface area 

of the sphere increases. According to the law of conservation of energy, as the surface of 

sphere increases then the power of the signal must decrease. As a consequence, the 

decreases inversely proportional to the square of the distance between the source and the 

radio signal. [17] 

       
 

         
 

 

 Absorption losses: Absorption occurs if the radio wave passes inside the medium which is 

not totally transparent to the radio signal.  

 Diffraction losses: Diffraction losses happen if there is an object in the path. The signal 

cannot diffract around the object but loses power instead. The loss is larger if the object is 

more rounded; otherwise the radio signals diffract better around sharp objects. 

 Reflection losses: It is common in a communication environment that the signal will be 

reflected and it will reach the receiver through different paths. These different reflected 

signals may add or subtract from each other depending on the phases of the signals. [17] 

 
Figure 3.3. Demonstration of absorption, diffraction and reflection  
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As an empirical expression, the path loss can be expressed by the relationship between the received 

power    and the distance   as        where it depends on the path loss exponent  . [26] Path loss 

exponent is used to express the environment’s conditions in path loss studies where the value varies 

from 2 to 4. The lower value 2 represents the free space and the higher value 4 represents the highly 

degenerative environment. [24] 

3.3 Interference and Outage Modeling  

The interference calculations have significant importance because of their role on the outage 

probability. The transmission capacity is severely affected by the outage probability [8] where in 

cognitive networks secondary users’ existence must not affect the primary users’ communication. 

Both path loss and Rayleigh fading are considered in the paper where distance between the users and 

the node density in the environment have an impact on the transmission performance of a node. In our 

model, interference from a set of randomly distributed primary and secondary transmitters is effective 

over the network where the outage probability of cooperative relaying is affected by interference 

levels at consecutive time phases, at the destination and the relay.  

The interference model that is proposed in [2] has been used in our thesis work which is physical 

interference model. According to the physical interference model, when a transmitter sends a signal 

with rate   bits/s/Hz to a receiver, the transmission is considered successful if the momentary capacity 

link is at least  . So applying the Shannon capacity formula, the outage probability of a direct route 

from node   to   is: [2]  

     
                                                        (3.1) 

where                       represents the maximum mutual information and           is the 

signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) of link  - .The SINR threshold is indicated as     where 

it is equal to      for direct transmission. Regarding our channel model which is based on the flat 

block fading, the channel state remains fixed during the time slot  , so the SINR of the direct route can 

be expressed as: 

 
          

            
  

    
 

  

where 
               

  

       

 
                     (3.2) 

   represents the signal power of the transmitter  ,      is the randomly distributed fading coefficient 

and        is the Euclidean distance between nodes   and  .   denotes the path loss exponent which 

takes values from 2 to 4. Furthermore,    is the thermal noise variance and   is the aggregated 

interference at the receiver  . We define that      so    is neglected in our work; therefore SINR is 

considered as signal-to-interference-ratio SIR in the following sections.  

Both equations 3.1 and 3.2 represent the direct transmission; however we are generally interested in 

the cooperation part where DF relaying strategy is applied. So the maximum mutual information with 

cooperation    is represented according to the SIR threshold    as: 

 

       
  
 

 
                                                              

 

 
                                                            

  

 

(3.3) 

The characters  ,   and   represents the primary source node, secondary relay and primary destination 

node respectively.      and      indicates the signal-to-interference ratios for the first time phase and 
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the second time phase of a time slot. The transmission from the source to relay node is considered 

successful if the      is greater than or equal to   . [2] 

Accordingly the outage probability of cooperation can be expressed as: 

  
             

                                                                                                          
           

   

  
(3.4) 

                                                                                                         
      

   

 

The partition indicated as             
    represents the outage probability where the secondary relay 

cannot decode the signal from the source so the source node retransmits the signal. Both 

retransmissions of the source node cannot reach the destination successfully so outage occurs. The 

other partition       
    represents the outage probability of relaying where the secondary relay is able to 

decode the signal and forwards it to the destination in the second time phase; however the transmission 

between the relay and the destination fails and outage happens. In both             
    and       

   , the 

action for the second time phase depends on the relay node being able to decode the signal in the first 

time phase.  

The outage probability of cooperation in Eq. 3.4 can be simplified by the consideration of these two 

assumptions: 

 Assumption 1: It is assumed that the aggregated interference at the receiver in the first time 

phase and the second time phase is equal to each other as            . This assumption 

specifies such scenarios where only one primary pair is implemented, or no vertical 

cooperation is performed in the network. In both scenarios the transmitters, their locations and 

their fading coefficients remain unchanged during the whole time slot. However regarding the 

case where more than one primary transmitter are present in the network and they deploy 

vertical cooperation; the locations of the transmitting elements, their fading coefficients and 

even their signal power can vary between two time phases. According to this, our assumption 

requires reinterpretation.  

 

 Assumption 2: It is assumed that there is no correlation between the aggregated interferences 

of the primary receiver and its secondary relay. In other words,       and       are 

independent from each other. Based on this assumption, the efficiency of relaying can be 

analyzed according to the spatial diversity with random fading. This analysis requires careful 

evaluation since the assumption may vary regarding the case when the relay node is really 

close to the destination node.  

According to the assumptions 1 and 2, the outage probability of cooperation that is demonstrated in 

Eq.3.4 can be expressed as: 

                                              

                                                   

         (3.5) 

The conditions in Eq. 3.4 are removed since       and       are independent from each other. In the 

further steps, the aggregated interferences in the open forms of           and           are 

represented as         since according to assumption 1,       and       are equal to each other. 
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  (3.6) 

  in Eq. 3.6 represents the probability that a relay node cannot decode the message,    is the 

probability where the destination node cannot decode the message even the source nodes retransmits 

the signal. In the second line of the equation,        indicates the probability of a relay node 

decoding the signal; therefore the relay node can forward the signal to the destination. So    

represents the probability that the destination cannot decode the message by combining the signals that 

are sent by the source and the relay nodes.  

The assumptions are introduced to simplify the outage probability computations of the cooperation; 

however as mentioned before some cases may contradict with them. Therefore the aim of this thesis is 

based on the evaluation of the assumptions 1 and 2, to understand if they are valid in general cases. 

3.4 Relaying 

Relay nodes are selected among the secondary users inside the network. After a secondary user is 

selected as a relay, it becomes inactive which means it does not transmit its own messages only 

forwards the signal that is sent by the primary transmitter. The results in paper [2] demonstrate that the 

outage probability changes according to the introduced relay selection rules. These relay selection 

rules propose that the relay node can be selected as near to the destination node, near to the source 

node or near to the center point between the destination and the source node.  

 

        (a) Near source relaying                      (b) Near center relaying                   (c) Near destination relaying 

Figure 3.4. Relay selection rules [2] 

Figure 3.4 depicts these relay selection rules that are named as near source relaying, near center 

relaying and near destination relaying. For all three relay selection rules the relay search area is 

indicated as a disk where the origin point of this disk region changes according to each selection rule.  

The relay node is selected among the secondary nodes that locate inside this disk area. Therefore if 

there is no secondary user inside the relay search area, then the primary pair does not cooperate 

because it is not efficient to select a relay node distant from both source and the destination node since 

transmission between the distant nodes cause significant transmission power and interference to the 

rest of the network. 
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3.5 Primary Exclusive Region 

Primary exclusive region is a specific zone for the primary communication elements where no 

secondary transmitter is allowed to be active inside. In other words, PER covers primary transmitter, 

primary receiver and secondary relay and does not intervene with their operations. However the 

secondary transmitters that locate inside the zone are forced not to transmit so their strong interference 

is eliminated. As a consequence, the only secondary interference to the primary nodes is caused by the 

secondary transmitters outside the region which are permitted to transmit.  

The aim of PER is to increase the distance between the primary communication elements and the 

secondary transmitters so the secondary interference can be weaker. According to Eq.3.1, interference 

is dependent on the distance between the interfering nodes and in PER case, this distance becomes 

higher. The increase in the distance causes the interference to decline so with PER, the interference 

becomes less harmful on the primary transmission.  
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CHAPTER 4  

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

 

 

 

This chapter gives the implementation details of the previously defined system model. Accordingly, in 

this chapter the deployment of the nodes is described and later the relay selection process and the relay 

selection rules are discussed. As mentioned before, interference analysis consists of a significant part 

of our thesis work; so the interferences that are specifically considered in our simulations and their 

correlation studies are described in this chapter. Furthermore, the details about the implementation of 

primary exclusive region within the cognitive radio networks are given in here. 

4.1 Node Distribution 

The primary receivers distributed according to a homogeneous Poisson Point Process    with density 

  inside the simulation area which is depicted as a disk area in figure 4.1. Then the primary 

transmitters placed in a fixed distance    in a random direction from its corresponding primary 

receivers. The number of primary transmitters and primary receivers are therefore equal so they can 

form primary pairs.  

 

                           (a) Node placement                                                   (b) Zoomed-in version of the    

Figure 4.1. The small-scaled network node placement 

Figure 1 (a) represents a basic version of the node placement that is considered in our simulation.  A 

primary receiver is intentionally placed at the origin point of the simulation area to be considered as 

the typical point; furthermore its corresponding transmitter is placed at a fixed distance     from the 

receiver where it locates at       . For the typical primary pair, secondary nodes are assigned inside 

the relay search area so for all simulation cases, the typical pair will have a relay node. Each primary 

pair chooses a secondary user as their relay node according to the relay selection rules that are 

mentioned in section 3.3. The size of the relay search area    is same for each relay selection rules as 

           where     is the radius, even though the origin point changes. First of all, the 
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secondary users placed inside the relay search areas for each primary pair according to PPP with 

density     . The relay node for each pair is going to be chosen among these secondary nodes. 

Secondly, the remaining secondary users are going to be placed for the rest of the simulation area 

where the probability that the relay search area being empty is: 

                                                             (4.1) 

It is assumed that the primary pair selects a relay node from the secondary users; therefore    is 

considered not empty so the density of the relay nodes that are chosen for the primary pairs 

becomes            . Therefore the density for the remaining secondary users is         
           .  

Our implementation suggests placing the secondary nodes firstly inside the relay search areas, 

selecting a relay node for the primary pairs then placing the secondary nodes as secondary transmitters 

around the remaining simulation area, because this implementation costs less computational effort for 

the simulation. In another scenario for the deployment of secondary nodes might suggest placing all 

the secondary nodes in the simulation area and then determining all the secondary nodes inside the 

relay search areas for each primary pair, then selecting relay nodes for each pair. This method requires 

more loops which is inefficient for a simulation that is going to be run for numerous times and 

consumes considerable time and performance. Therefore the placement of the secondary nodes is 

made based on the previous scenario.  

Since the simulation area is a disk area, the deployment of the nodes is dependent on each nodes 

distance to the origin point. Let   is the random variable which indicates the distance of a node from 

the origin point and       is the corresponding CDF of  . [19] 

                   
   

                                            (4.2) 

where   is the radius of the simulation area. Each PPP creates a number of primary receivers   , 

number of secondary relays     and number of secondary transmitters     . Uniformly distributed 

random variables are generated for each PPP such as             
 ,              

  

and              
  respectively. Therefore through the transformation of                   we 

achieve           where for each nodes the distances are obtained as              
 , 

             
  and              

  respectively. [19] Furthermore, placement inside a circle area 

requires the determination of the nodes’ angles together with their distances from the origin point, 

so             
 ,              

  and              
  are generated for primary receivers, 

secondary relays and secondary transmitters. As a result, the placement of each node is accomplished 

by following: 

                                                           (4.3) 

4.2 Implementation of Relay Selection Rules 

4.2.1 Near Source Relaying 

The location of the source node becomes the origin point of the relay search area     to determine the 

nearest secondary node as a relay. The distance between the source node and for each secondary node 

lies within     is calculated and the minimum among them is chosen, therefore the node with the 

shortest distance becomes the relay node. The relay node is an inactive node which means it doesn’t 

act as a secondary transmitter [2]. The condition       should meet for the near source relaying 

where     is the distance between the relay and the source node.  
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4.2.2 Near Center Relaying 

The center point   between the source and destination node is determined where   also becomes the 

origin point for the relay search area    . Each secondary node’s distance to the point   is calculated 

and the nearest one is selected for relaying.     is the distance between the relay node and the point   

and for near center relaying,      .  

4.2.3. Near Destination Relaying 

The relay search area     is placed where the destination node lies and the distance between for each 

secondary node inside     and the destination node are determined. The secondary node with the 

minimum distance is the secondary relay node with the constraint       where     is the distance 

between destination and the relay.          

4.3 Interferences and Correlations 

The interference model is taken into consideration which is explained in section 3.3 where path loss 

and Rayleigh fading are applied. The transmission occurs in two phases in one time slot, therefore the 

interferences are considered separately for each     of a time slot. Secondary transmitters transmit 

during the whole time slot  , so their interferences to the other nodes are going to remain the same for 

both time phases. However in first     , the primary transmitters transmit to their corresponding 

primary receivers and secondary relays, and in second     , the secondary relays transmit to their 

corresponding primary receivers or in some cases primary transmitters retransmit the signal to the 

destination . 

In our scenarios, we generally focus on the aggregated interference values at the typical receiver and 

its relay node. Figure 4.2 represents the three interferences that we discuss and analyze through our 

simulations. Figure 4.2 (a) and (b) depict the interference representation during the first time phase and 

(c) depicts the interference representation during the second phase of a time slot. Figure 4.2 (a) shows 

the interferences caused by the secondary transmitters and other pair’s primary transmitters which 

affect the typical primary receiver. The aggregated interference caused by all these nodes to the typical 

receiver is expressed as      . In the first time phase, also the interference at the typical pair’s relay 

node is taken into account which is also affected by the same transmitters but with different fading 

paths. The aggregated interference at the typical pair’s relay is represented as       in the following 

sections. 

(a) Interference at the receiver         (b) Interference at the relay               (c) Interference at the receiver                    

in the first time phase                          in the first time phase                       in the second time phase 

Figure 4.2. Interference representations in two time phases of a time slot 

Figure 4.2 (c) considers the interference affects the typical primary receiver, however distinctive from 

figure 4.2 (a), the interferences caused by the  relay nodes inside the network are considered instead of 
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their primary transmitters since in second time phase the relay nodes transmit. However some pairs 

might not have any relay, or the relay node might fail to forward the signal in the second time phase 

due to the problems with decoding. Therefore as represented in figure 4.2 (a), some primary 

transmitters retransmit at the second time phase so their interference is considered. The aggregated 

interference at the typical receiver regarding the second time phase becomes      . In section 3.3, two 

assumptions are indicated where the according to assumption 1;       and       are accepted equal 

and in assumption 2;       and       are stated as independent from each other. To evaluate the 

validity of these two assumptions, the correlation studies are implemented in our simulations. 

Therefore numerous aggregated interference samples are obtained so the correlation coefficient 

between       and        and between        and        can be determined via the correlation 

coefficient formula: 

         
          

      

  
                       

             
               

  
 

According to this, correlation between       and       is the spatial correlation where the position of 

the relay changes for each sample and its coefficient is represented as   , and       and       is the 

temporal correlation where both aggregated interferences acquired in two different phases of a time 

slot and its coefficient is   .  

4.4 Implementation of PER 

Each primary pair within the simulation is covered with an exclusive zone to keep the secondary 

transmitters outside of this zone; therefore their interference on the primary reception will decrease. 

The primary receiver is located at the origin of the PER where the radius of the zone is two times  , 

the radius of   . The reason to take the radius as         is to include the relay node as well as the 

transmitter inside the PER since for each relay selection, the position of the relay node changes as 

shown in figure 4.3. In near source relaying, the relay node might locate at the edge of    in which 

case is closer to the boundary of PER. Therefore the assumed radius      provides to cover all the 

primary transmission members within the exclusive zone and the difference     provides a guard band 

for the relay node assuming the worst case scenario. 

 

    (a) Near destination relaying                      (b) Near center relaying                       (c) Near source relaying    

Figure 4.3. PER for each relay selection rule. 

In the implementation, the secondary nodes are aware of the PERs within the simulation area, 

therefore the secondary nodes located inside the PERs are not allowed to be in active mode. In other 

words, only acceptable secondary transmission inside the exclusive zone is relaying. As a result, the 

number of active secondary transmitters inside the simulation area drops, since each primary pair 

owns its exclusive region and the remaining area for the secondary transmitters gets smaller.  
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CHAPTER 5  

RESULTS 

 

 

 

The correlations among the aggregated interference values       and       as well as       and       
are examined through this chapter. In order to obtain a reliable correlation coefficient  , it is essential 

to collect high number of data. Considering this case, the node distribution and corresponding 

interference calculations have been performed for 1000 times; therefore    for 1000 samples of       

and       is calculated as spatial correlation where    for 1000 samples of       and       is 

calculated as temporal correlation. Furthermore, each operation of correlation computation is repeated 

200 times to create the cumulative distribution of the coefficient values. Correlation coefficient   takes 

values between       ; negative correlation occurs when the values of one of the variable increases 

and the values of the other variable decreases. The negative correlation rarely happens in our 

simulation results so it is better to focus on the correlation between       where the values close to 0 

means that the compared data has low correlation and the values close to 1 indicates high correlation. 

In the empirical CDF graph of correlations, the y-axis holds the probability of that a random variable 

takes values less than or equal to the corresponding correlation value in the x-axis.  

The path loss exponent   is taken as 4 to represent the degenerative environment. The radius of the 

simulation area is      and the transmission threshold    is determined according to the 

transmission rate    .  

Regarding the simulations, six scenarios are implemented and the parameters for each scenario are 

indicated in table 5.1. The temporal and spatial correlation values are obtained for each relay selection 

rule and their behavior on varying conditions are examined through the following sections of this 

chapter. Furthermore both temporal and spatial correlations are analyzed without and with the 

implementation of PER regarding all scenarios. 

The constitution of the scenarios is made to examine the effects of cooperation, secondary 

transmission probability    , the density of primary    and the secondary signal power     for both 

correlations. In scenario I, the probability for primary pair to have a relay node is taken as 0.95, to 

guarantee a high cooperation probability in the simulation. Another case is implemented in scenario II 

and III where           is 0.5 so less primary pairs are having a relay. Furthermore, in scenario III   

is increased to provide the same density of secondary transmitters as in scenario I. As a result the 

secondary transmitters’ interference is similar in both scenarios, only less relays are deployed in 

scenario III to analyze the effects of cooperation in cognitive networks. Another comparison is made 

between scenario II and III where           is same and   is changed. The secondary transmission 

probability affects the number of secondary transmitters that are active in a time slot; however does 

not change the density of secondary relays. Hence scenario II and III is compared with each other to 

evaluate the influence of   over the correlations. Furthermore, the primary node density    is 

increased in scenario IV and the changes occur in the correlations are examined by comparing 

scenarios I and IV since all the parameters except    is similar with each other. Finally the last two 

scenarios V and VI are implemented to analyze the effects of    where the signal power of secondary 

nodes is assigned smaller or higher than    respectively. 
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 Scenario 

I 

Scenario 

II 

Scenario   

III 

Scenario  

IV 

Scenario 

V 

Scenario  

VI 

        ) 0.95 0.5 0.5 0.95 0.95 0.95 

   3.8143 0.8825 0.8825 3.8143 3.8143 3.8143 

   0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.01 

  0.01 0.01 0.0433 0.01 0.01 0.01 

   1 1 1 1 0.2 5 

Table 5.1. Parameters for the implemented scenarios. 

5.1 Temporal Correlation 

Temporal correlation focuses on the relation between       and       at the typical receiver. These 

two aggregated interference values are obtained in two separate time phases of a time slot where in the 

first time phase; primary source transmits to the destination and the relay node. The relay node 

receives the signal from the source and according to the DF relaying strategy, decodes the signal, 

encodes it then forwards it to the destination node in the second time phase. Occasionally, the relay 

node cannot decode the signal if the signal is degraded. As a result, the relay fails to forward the signal 

to the destination and primary source node retransmits at the second time phase. Furthermore, the 

secondary transmitters in the simulation area transmit during the whole time slot. 

The section aims to provide an analysis for the temporal correlation since it is expected to be close to 

1. However the results show that the correlation values vary for different relay selection rules and for 

different conditions. The corresponding probability for         are marked for each relay selection 

rule in each results graph so the differences between the scenarios become more noticeable. The 

considered scenarios and their corresponding parameters are represented in table 5.1 and these 

scenarios are simulated for without PER and with PER cases.  

5.1.1 Without PER 

Decoding Probability is an important factor for temporal correlation evaluation. It demonstrates the 

performance of the relays in the simulation area which effects the distinction between       and      . 

Furthermore, it helps us to analyze the difference between the reception quality of relays that are 

selected according to different relay selection algorithms. Figure 5.1 represents the decoding 

probability graphs for the introduced relaying rules. In each graph, a relay selection rule has 200 

probability values, because the decoding probability of a relay node is calculated during each   

computation. The decoding probability of a relay node is calculated as: 

                                         
                                        

                                       
 

As it is mentioned before, the relay node may fail to decode the signal that is sent by the source node 

because fading, path loss and interference from other nodes can deteriorate the signal. In our 

simulations, fading is randomly distributed so the effect of fading is expected to change only 

according to its randomness in the scenarios. Regarding the path loss, it depends on the distance 

between the source and the relay node. The signal will fade if the secondary relay is located further 

from the primary transmitter. The results in figure 5.1 indicate that the relay node has the lowest 

decoding probability for all scenarios in near destination relaying rule. It is because in near destination 

relaying, the relay is chosen furthest from the source node; therefore path loss is much effective in this 

case for weakening the signal. Furthermore according to Eq. 3.4, the transmission between the source 

and relay node is successful if             . The strong interference in the simulation environment 
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causes           to decrease so the signal that is sent from source to relay node deteriorates and 

cannot be decoded properly.  

Figure 5.2 indicates the empirical CDF graphs of temporal correlation results for all six scenarios. The 

simulations are performed for without PER case where the scenarios are specifically arranged to 

analyze the effects of cooperation, secondary transmission probability  , primary node density    and 

the secondary signal power    on the temporal correlation. 

Scenarios I and III are implemented to examine the influence of cooperation. In scenarios I and III the 

value           is given as 0.95 and 0.5 respectively. Accordingly in scenario III, 50% of the 

primary pairs in the simulation area are lack of relay node and their primary transmitters directly 

transmit to their corresponding primary receivers. During the implementations,       is assigned by us 

and    is calculated for each scenario according to Eq. 4.1. As a consequence of the change occurs 

in   , secondary transmitter density differs for both scenarios. The parameters except           and 

   should be taken similar between the scenarios so the effects of cooperation can be observed. 

Therefore   in scenario III is computed according to     
        

    so the density for secondary 

transmitters that transmit at time slot   becomes equal for both scenarios. In figures 5.2 (a) and (c), the 

empirical CDF graphs of temporal correlation for both scenarios I and III can be seen. According to 

the results, the temporal correlations for three relay selection rules distribute close to each other. It is 

because the secondary transmitter density     is high for both scenarios so secondary interference 

becomes dominant over the temporal correlation which makes it hard to analyze the differences 

between the relay selection rules. The reason why secondary interference is determinative is that 

secondary transmitters are active during the whole time slot so their interference does not change for 

both time phases. Eq. 5.1 and 5.2 represent the aggregated interferences       and      . Regarding 

the formulas, the first part is common for both, the only difference happen in this part is caused by the 

random distribution of    and     . If the secondary transmitter density is high, then the first sections 

of Eq. 5.1 and 5.2 constitute a large portion of       and      . Therefore the differences occur in the 

following parts become so insignificant that the temporal correlation results of the relay selection rules 

do not vary.  
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The highest probability for         among three relaying rules in figure 5.2 (c) is approximately 

0.33 where in figure 5.2 (a) it is about 0.5. That means temporal correlation in scenario III is higher 

since    reaches 1 earlier than scenario I. The reason for the increase in the correlation in figure 5.2 (c) 

is that in scenario III, the cooperation probability is decreased so more primary transmitters obliged to 

use direct transmission. As a result, they use the whole time slot   . In other words, with the decreased 

cooperation probability     drops in Eq. 5.2 and          increases accordingly. So more primary 

transmission becomes common for       and      ; therefore temporal correlation increases with the 

low cooperation probability. 

As a consequence, the implementation of high secondary transmitter density makes secondary 

interference strongly influential over the temporal correlation so the differences between the relay 

selection rules becomes hard to notice. Furthermore, high cooperation probability decreases temporal 

correlation since more relay nodes are able to transmit at the second time phase instead of their 

primary transmitters.  
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The comparison of scenarios II and III is made to provide an analysis for the effect of   on the 

temporal correlation. For both scenarios every parameter is kept same, except the secondary 

transmission probability   in scenario III is higher than II. According to the results in figure 5.2 (b) 

and (c); the temporal correlations of relaying rules in scenario III are higher than in scenario II. The 

increase in   causes for more secondary nodes to transmit in a time slot  , therefore the aggregated 

interference in the simulation environment increases. As a result the decoding probabilities for all 

relay selection rules in figure 5.1 (c) are lower than in figure 5.1 (b). That means in scenario III more 

relay nodes fail to decode the signal so their source nodes retransmit the signal and the correlation for 

      and       increases.  

Another issue for the comparison of the scenarios II and III is, in figure 5.2 (b) the difference between 

the near destination relaying and other relay selection rules is more clear than in figure 5.2 (c). As 

mentioned before, the secondary interference is strongly influential over the temporal correlation and 

it makes the correlation values of relay selection rules distribute close to each other. In scenario II,   is 

lower than III so the effects of secondary interference gets weaker and relay selection rules becomes 

distinctive. The reason for near destination relaying becomes more distinguishable is that it has the 

lowest decoding probability among three relay selection rules in figure 5.1 (b), therefore temporal 

correlation is higher with near destination relaying.  

Consequently, the parameter   affects the secondary transmitter density in time slot   , so the 

secondary interference changes accordingly. In a simulation environment with high  , the aggregated 

interference increments and it affects the reception quality of the relay nodes. Therefore the decoding 

probabilities of all relay selection rules decline and temporal correlations increase in scenario III. 

Furthermore, as deduced from the previous part, high secondary interference makes relay selection 

rules to have close temporal correlation values so when   is reduced, the distinction between the 

temporal correlations of near destination and other two relaying scheme become obvious since the 

difference between their decoding probabilities are also quite large.  

In scenario IV primary density is increased and the changes occur in the temporal correlation is 

analyzed by comparing it with scenario I. Increase in    results with more primary pairs to be 

deployed in the simulation area. Each primary pair selects a secondary node as a relay so 

correspondingly the number of relays in scenario IV becomes higher than scenario I. For example, the 

number of secondary relay nodes     from a simulation with          is given as 73 and     with 

        is 230. From the same simulations, the number of primary pairs that are lack of relay nodes 

is given as 5 and 14 for    is 0.01 and 0.03 respectively. According to these values, the increase in the 

number of primary pairs without relay nodes is from 5 to 14 which is quite small comparing to the 

increase in the number of relay nodes that is from 73 to 230. So the change occurs in          in 

Eq. 5.2 is negligible and increment in     becomes really effective regarding the scenario IV. As a 

result, the implementation of high    encourages the cooperation by increasing the number of relays 

inside the simulation area.  

Table 5.2 represents the probability values of the temporal correlation          for relay selection 

rules and figures 5.1 (a) and (d) shows the decoding probabilities of relays where scenarios I and IV 

are considered. According to the numerical results in table 5.2, the biggest decline in the temporal 

correlation occurs in near source relaying. As mentioned before, with increase in   , cooperation is 

provoked and as a result the temporal correlation of all relay selection rules declines. However another 

issue points out that the aggregated interference in the simulation environment increases by 

introducing more primary transmitters; therefore the decoding probabilities of the relay selection rules 

in scenario IV is lower than in scenario I. This situation causes for temporal correlation to increase. 

The relationship between the factors of high cooperation and low decoding probability determines the 

temporal correlation of the relay selection rules. According to the figures 5.1 (a) and (d), the change 

occurs in the decoding probabilities of near source relaying between scenario I and IV is quite small 

which makes this factor insignificant to increase the temporal correlation for near source relaying. 

Moreover, the increase in the cooperation is the advantage of the near source relaying since it has the 
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highest decoding probability among the relay selection rules. Therefore the temporal correlation of 

near source relaying is lower than other two relaying rules in figure 5.2 (c), since the decrease in the 

decoding probabilities of near center and near destination prevents their temporal correlations to 

decline overly as in near source relaying case.  

 Figure 5.2 (a) Figure 5.2 (d) 

Near Source Relaying 0.48 0.79 

Near Center Relaying 0.42 0.6 

Near Destination Relaying 0.49 0.62 

Table 5.2. The probability values of the temporal correlation         regarding scenarios I 

and IV for without PER case. 

Consequently, increase in    encourages the cooperation and decreases the decoding probabilities for 

the relay selection rules. So the factor that is dominant over the other one determines the temporal 

correlation behavior and in this case increasing cooperation becomes more effective than the decline in 

the decoding probability. Therefore the temporal correlation for all relay selection rules becomes 

lower with high primary density. This drop in the temporal correlation is significantly distinctive for 

near source relaying because its decoding probability is affected less compared to the other relaying 

rules so it can benefit more from the cooperation.   

Regarding the scenarios V and VI, the secondary signal power    is changed to analyze its effect on 

the temporal correlation.    influences the secondary interference at the simulation environment and 

the aggregated interference at the typical receiver. The empirical CDF of temporal correlation graphs 

are demonstrated in figure 5.2 (e) and (f) for scenario V and VI respectively. According to the graphs, 

the temporal correlations in scenario VI for all relay selection rules are higher than in scenario V. The 

high secondary power causes to decline of the decoding probabilities for the relay selection rules. 

Therefore, the temporal correlation in figure 5.2 (f) increases compared to the (e). It is deduced from 

the previous sections that the decrease in secondary interference causes for relay selection rules to 

become more separate from each other. Even though in figure 5.2 (e) the corresponding probabilities 

for the temporal correlation         of relay selection rules are close to each other, for         

they can be distinguished. Furthermore, the change in the temporal correlation of near destination 

relaying between scenario V and VI is quite high compared to the other relaying schemes which are 

indicated in table 5.3. It is because the decoding probability of near destination relaying drops 

drastically in figure 5.1 (f) from (e) with high     parameter.  

As a result,    is effective to change the aggregated interference in the simulation environment and the 

decoding probability of the relays are influenced by the strong interference of the secondary nodes. So 

with strong   , the decoding probabilities of the relay selection rules decrease and correspondingly the 

temporal correlation of interferences increase in all cases. 

  Figure 5.2 (e) Figure 5.2 (f) 

Near Source Relaying 0.6 0.4 

Near Center Relaying 0.56 0.33 

Near Destination Relaying 0.63 0.31 

Table 5.3. The probability values of the temporal correlation         regarding scenarios V 

and VI for without PER case. 
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(a) Scenario I  

 
 (b) Scenario II 

 
(c) Scenario III   
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 (d) Scenario IV 

 
(e) Scenario V   

 
 (f) Scenario VI 

Figure 5.1. Decoding probability graphs of the scenarios for without PER case 
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(a) Scenario I 

 
(b) Scenario II 

 
(c) Scenario III 
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(d) Scenario IV 

 
(e) Scenario V 

 
 (f) Scenario VI 

Figure 5.2. Empirical CDF graphs of temporal correlation for without PER case 
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5.1.2 With PER 

In this section, the temporal correlation of interference for three relay selection rules is examined for 

varying conditions where PER is implemented. The same scenarios are simulated for PER case and the 

evaluation of cooperation,   ,     and    are made by the comparison of the simulation results in 

different scenarios.  

Figure 5.3 represents the decoding probability graphs of relaying rules for different scenarios. With 

PER, the primary transmitter, secondary relay and primary receiver are placed inside an exclusive 

zone where no secondary transmitter is allowed to be active. Therefore the damaging interference of 

the secondary nodes is eliminated by putting a distance between the primary communication elements 

and secondary transmitters. Tables 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 represent the decoding probabilities of three relay 

selection rules for all scenarios regarding without PER and with PER cases. According to the tables, 

the decoding probabilities for all relay selection rules increase with the implementation of PER and the 

biggest difference occurs in near destination relaying. As represented in figure 4.3, the primary 

receiver locates at the center of PER; therefore the relay node selected according to near destination 

relaying becomes further from the harmful secondary transmitters outside the exclusive zone. On the 

contrary, the relay node selected as near source relaying locates closer to the boundary of PER; 

therefore the distance between the relay and the secondary transmitters is not as big as in near 

destination case. As a conclusion, it is clear that PER provides more protection for the relay that is 

closer to its center point. 

 

Near Source Relaying without PER with PER 

Scenario I 0.97 0.99 

Scenario II 0.98 0.99 

Scenario III 0.96 0.985 

Scenario IV 0.96 0.98 

Scenario V 0.99 0.99 

Scenario VI 0.95 0.98 

Table 5.4. The decoding probabilities of near source relaying for without PER and with PER 

cases. 

Near Center Relaying without PER with PER 

Scenario I 0.89 0.96 

Scenario II 0.945 0.965 

Scenario III 0.88 0.96 

Scenario IV 0.85 0.91 

Scenario V 0.94 0.97 

Scenario VI 0.8 0.93 

Table 5.5. The decoding probabilities of near center relaying for without PER and with PER 

cases. 
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Near Destination Relaying without PER with PER 

Scenario I 0.65 0.84 

Scenario II 0.84 0.89 

Scenario III 0.65 0.82 

Scenario IV 0.55 0.71 

Scenario V 0.8 0.9 

Scenario VI 0.45 0.65 

Table 5.6. The decoding probabilities of near destination relaying for without PER and with 

PER cases. 

In figure 5.4, the empirical CDF graphs of temporal correlation are represented for relay selection 

rules. Regarding all scenarios, temporal correlations are less for three relay selection rules with PER 

case than without PER case. Exclusive region guarantees at least       distance between the primary 

receiver and the secondary transmitters in the simulation area; therefore the aggregated secondary 

interference at the typical receiver decreases with PER. Also the secondary transmitters that locate 

inside the zone become inactive which means they do not transmit so the number of secondary 

transmitters inside the simulation area decreases. Furthermore the differences of the temporal 

correlation between the relay selection rules become more noticeable in figure 5.4. This is also 

because the dominancy of secondary interference is eliminated by PER. So as a result, with the 

implementation of PER, temporal correlation decreases and the difference between the relay selection 

rules becomes more distinctive. 

The influence of the cooperation is analyzed by the comparison of scenarios I and III. The result 

graphs in figures 5.4 (a) and (c) demonstrate that the increase in cooperation probability decreases 

temporal correlation as similar as in without PER case. Therefore implementation of PER does not 

reverse the effects of cooperation over the temporal correlation.  

Scenarios II and III are compared due to observe the influence of   on the temporal correlation with 

PER. The results are represented as empirical CDF graphs in figures 5.4 (b) and (c) for the 

corresponding scenarios. According to the figures and the numerical results that are indicated in table 

5.7, the temporal correlation of near source and near center relaying barely changes while the biggest 

difference occurs in near destination relaying. This is because the decoding probabilities of near source 

and near center relaying rules slightly changes for both scenarios according to figures 5.3 (b) and (c), 

and the decline occurs in decoding probability of near destination relaying is more distinctive in 

scenario III. Therefore in figure 5.4 (c), the temporal correlation of near destination relaying is lower 

than in (b). 

 In without PER case, temporal correlations of all relay selection rules increase where in with PER 

case only near destination relaying is affected. It is because PER provides a protective zone for the 

reception quality of the relay node; however it cannot totally eliminate the secondary interference from 

outside the zone. So the relay node locates further from the source node is affected the most.  

As a result, the increase in   with PER case is not as strongly effects the temporal correlation as in 

without PER case; but still decreases the decoding probabilities of relay selection rules. This decline 

regarding the near source and near center relaying is negligibly small; therefore the temporal 

correlations of near source and near center relaying rules barely change. For near destination relaying, 

the change in decoding probability is more distinguishable so the temporal correlation clearly 

increases for near destination relaying in scenario III with PER.  
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 Figure 5.4 (b) Figure 5.4 (c) 

Near Source Relaying 0.76 0.76 

Near Center Relaying 0.68 0.69 

Near Destination Relaying 0.56 0.44 

Table 5.7. The probability values of the temporal correlation         regarding scenarios II 

and III for with PER case. 

In another case, the comparison is made between scenarios I and IV where only primary node density 

is changed. Compared to the scenario I,    is increased in scenario IV and the result graphs are shown 

in figure 5.4 (a) and (d) respectively. Increasing    diminishes the dominancy of secondary 

interference over the temporal correlation with PER case. To be more specific, the increase in the 

density of primary nodes results with more primary pairs within the simulation area and each primary 

pair is covered with a PER. Since secondary transmitters locate inside the PERs are not allowed to 

transmit, the remaining secondary transmitters are slightly effective over the correlation.  

As it is mentioned in section 5.1.1, increment in    encourages the cooperation within the simulation. 

According to the result graphs, change occurs in the marked points of the relay selection rules barely 

differs for scenario I and IV; however the correlation values that are distributed   >0.99 for near 

source relaying distinctively decreases with higher   . The reason of this phenomenon is similar as 

without PER case; however the differences between the relay selection rules case are more 

distinguishable in with PER case. It is because; secondary transmitters become ineffective on the 

temporal correlation so the distinction become clearer with PER.  

As a consequence, the temporal correlation of relay selection rules becomes more distinctive for the 

high    case since with the large number of primary pairs, more exclusive zones are implemented in 

the simulation environment so the number of secondary transmitters becomes less since they are 

inactive inside the PERs. Furthermore, the assumption about the relationship between the cooperation 

and the decoding probability is also valid for with PER case. So the smallest change of the decoding 

probability occurs in near source relaying rule; therefore its temporal correlation decreases with 

high   . 

Scenarios V and VI are simulated for different    values with PER. The results are evaluated by the 

comparison of scenarios I and V, and scenarios I and VI where    changes from 1 to 0.2 and 1 to 5 

respectively. The influence of    for without PER and with PER cases is quite different from each 

other. As shown in figure 5.4 (e) and (f), with high    values the correlation of near destination 

relaying decreases with PER; however for without PER case temporal correlation increases for all 

relay selection rules. The reason why temporal correlation behaves such a way for with PER case is 

that; if we specify the difference at the secondary aggregated interference in the simulation 

environment for scenarios I and V as 0.8; then this difference regarding the scenarios I and VI 

becomes 4.According to this, change occurs between scenarios I and V is insignificant comparing to 

the change between the scenarios I and VI. Table 5.8 represents the probability of temporal correlation 

         for scenarios I, V and VI regarding all relay selection rules. Correspondingly, temporal 

correlation in scenario I in figure 5.4 (a) is similar with scenario V in figure 5.4 (e) because the 

difference in the secondary aggregated interferences between both scenarios is too small to take into 

consideration. Furthermore for comparing scenarios I and VI, the temporal correlation decreases in 

figure 5.4 (f) even though the aggregated interference increases with high    . It is because; the 

temporal correlation depends on the similarities of the aggregated interferences at the typical receiver 

in both time phases. Considering Eq. 5.1 and 5.2 the first part of the equations are same; however the 

distinction of the following sections between Eq. 5.1 and 5.2 increases in scenario VI because of the 

large difference between    and   . According to the numerical results demonstrated in table 5.8, the 

biggest decline in the temporal correlation occurs in near destination relaying case. The reason is that 
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the distance between the relay node and the typical receiver which is indicated as      in Eq. 5.2, is 

highly different from the distance between the relay node’s corresponding primary transmitter and the 

typical receiver which is      in Eq. 5.1. Therefore the difference between       and       increases 

even more in near destination case because not only the signal powers are different; also the 

interfering distances change.  

The similar increase in    without PER case causes for the temporal correlation of all relay selection 

rules to decline, since secondary transmitters are dominant for the determination of the temporal 

correlation. So the changes occur in the aggregated interferences by different signal powers is hidden 

in without PER case; and become more observable in with PER since secondary interference is 

controlled.  

Consequently, if the change occurs in    is significant enough, then the temporal correlation of the 

near destination relaying is strongly affected by that since as an addition to the difference of the signal 

powers, the distance between the primary transmitter and secondary relay is quite high with near 

destination relaying. The influence of parameter    is more explicit for with PER case, since the 

dominancy of secondary interference is limited with exclusive zones.  

 Figure 5.4 (e) Figure 5.4 (a) Figure 5.4 (f) 

Near Source Relaying 0.92 0.95 0.95 

Near Center Relaying 0.9 0.91 0.94 

Near Destination Relaying 0.7 0.7 0.8 

Table 5.8. The probability values of the temporal correlation         regarding scenarios V, I 

and VI for with PER case. 

As a conclusion, temporal correlation is effected by the parameters for both without PER and with 

PER cases regarding the different relaying scenarios. These factors can be summarized as: 

 The probability of decoding is an important factor for the temporal correlation. The decoding 

probability gives the rate of the relay nodes that are successfully decoding and transmitting at 

the second time phase of a time slot. According to a high decoding probability, large portion 

of the relay nodes become active in the second time phase and temporal correlation decreases 

with that. In the opposite case, if decoding probability declines then more primary transmitters 

retransmit at the second time phase so temporal correlation becomes higher.  

 Probability of decoding for a relay regarding the relay selection rules always follows the 

incremental order as near destination < near center < near source because the relay node gets 

closer to the primary transmitter in the same order. The distance between the source node and 

relay node affects the quality of the signal and this distance is large when the relay node is 

chosen according to near destination relaying. The signal becomes more fragile to path loss 

and the interference from other transmitters where near destination relaying is implemented. 

That’s why the decoding probability of near destination relaying always has the lowest values 

in both without PER and with PER cases. 

 Implementation of PER increases the decoding probability of all relay selection rules, because 

the interference of secondary transmitters is reduced with PER. Moreover, temporal 

correlation decreases with PER, because the decoding probabilities of the relay selection rules 

are increased; therefore more relay nodes can transmit at the second time phase.  

 High secondary interference is dominant over the temporal correlation since secondary 

transmitters transmit during the whole time slot. Therefore if the large portion of the 

aggregated interference is generated by secondary transmitters, then the difference between 
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the temporal correlation results of relay selection rules become less distinguishable. The 

increase in the secondary transmission probability affects the proportion of the secondary 

interference and the primary interference in the simulation environment so increases the 

temporal correlation of all relay selection rules for without PER case.  

 With PER, the dominancy of secondary interference is weakened because exclusive regions 

decreases the number of secondary transmitters inside the simulation area. Even though the 

influence of secondary interference is not strong as in without PER case, the difference in the 

secondary transmission probability is clearly affecting the reception quality of the relay with 

near destination relaying. 

 Change in the cooperation probability influences the temporal correlation similarly in both 

without PER and with PER cases. If cooperation probability increases then more relay nodes 

become able to transmit at the second time phase. Therefore encouraging cooperation 

decreases temporal correlation for both without PER and with PER. 

 The change occurs in the density of primary nodes effects the number of relay nodes inside the 

simulation area. Increase in the number of relay nodes which encourages cooperation, causes 

for relay selection rules to correlate less; however the drop in their decoding probabilities 

limits this decline in the correlation. Therefore the temporal correlation is determined by the 

relationship between the cooperation and the decoding probability. In near source relaying, the 

cooperation becomes strongly determinative since the difference between the decoding 

probabilities for varying primary densities is quite small. So temporal correlation of near 

source relaying declines more than other two relaying rules with high primary density for both 

without PER and with PER cases.  

 The effect of secondary signal power parameter with PER is quite different from the without 

PER case. Increment in the signal power of secondary results with an increase in the 

aggregated interference; therefore the temporal correlation of relay selection rules increases 

with high secondary signal power without PER case. However the distinction between the 

transmitting powers of primary transmitter and secondary relay becomes clearer with PER 

since secondary interference is limited by the exclusive zone. Therefore with PER, higher 

secondary signal power causes a drop in the temporal correlation, especially for near 

destination relaying. Because distinction between the aggregated interference for both time 

phases becomes higher not only because of the different signal powers, but also the high 

distance between the secondary relay and the primary transmitter. 
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(a) Scenario I                                                               

 
 (b) Scenario II 

 
(c) Scenario III 
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 (d) Scenario IV 

 
(e) Scenario V 

 
 (f) Scenario VI 

Figure 5.3. Decoding probability graphs of the scenarios for with PER case 
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(a) Scenario I     

 
 (b) Scenario II 

 
(c) Scenario III 
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 (d) Scenario IV  

 
(e) Scenario V 

 
 (f) Scenario VI  

Figure 5.4. Empirical CDF graphs of temporal correlation for with PER case 
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5.2 Spatial Correlation 

Spatial correlation focuses on the relationship of the interferences between the typical primary receiver 

and its corresponding relay node in the first time phase of a time slot. The selection of relay node is 

performed according to the introduced relay selection rules and the aggregated interference at the relay 

side is represented as       where the aggregated interference at the typical receiver is      . Spatial 

correlation; as is evident from its name depends on the locations of the typical receiver and the 

secondary relay. The general view of the results shows that the spatial correlation coefficients are 

much smaller than the temporal correlation coefficients, since spatial correlation focuses on the 

similarities of the interferences between separate nodes. In all three relay selection rules, the secondary 

relay becomes closest to the typical receiver in near destination relaying; therefore higher correlation 

can be observed in all graphs regarding for this relaying rule. The set of parameters that are indicated 

in table 5.1 are simulated and the results of these scenarios are analyzed. Similar as in the previous 

sections, the scenarios II and III, I and IV, also V and VI are compared to examine the effects of 

secondary transmission probability  , primary density    and secondary signal power    on the spatial 

correlation respectively. Different from the temporal correlation part, scenarios I and III are compared 

for the analysis of the secondary node density    instead of cooperation because the spatial correlation 

is obtained for the first time phase of time slot   and no relaying activities are performed in this time 

phase. Furthermore, all simulations are done for both without PER and with PER cases.  

 

Figure 5.5. Example graph for the determination of spatial correlation comparison values. 

The empirical CDF graphs of spatial correlation values for three relay selection rules are represented 

in the further sections. The probability values that are indicated by the drawn line in figures 5.9 and 

5.10 are determined according to the example graph in figure 5.5. These specified values are taken into 

account for the comparison between the relay selection rules in the spatial correlation section. In the 

temporal correlation analysis, it is apparent that correlation can be 1; however this case rarely happens 

in spatial correlation. Therefore we need to determine some strategy to compare the spatial correlation 

results between the different scenarios to observe the changes. So these values in figure 5.5. are 

selected because, if the spatial correlation distribution curve becomes closer to the x-axis than it has 

high correlation. According to this, we focus on the wideness of the curves from the upper left corner 

of graph, so even if the curve slightly moves downwards, the specified probability values will help us 

to signify this change.  
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5.2.1 Without PER  

In this section the aggregated interference values       and       are collected from the simulations of 

six scenarios to obtain empirical CDF graphs of spatial correlation for without PER case. Eq. 5.1 

represents       and Eq. 5.3 demonstrates       . The interference elements are same for both 

aggregated interference calculations; however the distance between the interfering nodes and the 

typical receiver which is shown as      and      in Eq. 5.1, and the distance between the interfering 

nodes and the relay which is indicated as      and      in Eq. 5.2 change. Correspondingly, it is clear 

that the spatial correlation depends on how much the relay node is adjacent to the primary receiver, 

since if the distance between these two nodes decrease, then the values      and     ; and       

and      becomes close to each other. As a result of that, the spatial correlation increases for the near 

destination case, since the relay node locates closest to the primary receiver in this relay selection rule. 

That’s why regarding all the graphs in figure 5.9, the spatial correlation decreases as near destination 

> near center > near source, since in the same order it moves further from the typical receiver.  

 

                 

   

   

          
  

  

   

 

 

         (5.3) 

In scenarios I and III, the similar secondary transmitter density in time slot   is provided where 

          is assigned as 0.5 in III. As mentioned before, the change in           affects    which 

determines the distribution of secondary nodes inside the relay search areas of primary pairs. So 

scenarios I and III are compared regarding the evaluation for the effects of    over the spatial 

correlation. With low   , the number of relays inside each    becomes less than the scenario with 

higher   . In other words, there are fewer options for the relay selection rules to choose a relay 

according to their reference points which are source node, center point and destination node.  Hence, 

the relay node eventually locates not as close to these points as expected with lower   . The situation 

is simply represented in figure 5.6 where near center relaying rule is implemented. As a result, the 

relay node that is chosen according to near center relaying with low    in figure 5.6 (b) ends up even 

closer to the destination point; however in (a) the relay node is near to the center point as anticipated.  

Regarding the place of the relay node, the spatial correlation decreases in figure 5.9 (c) in scenario III 

for near destination relaying, and increases for near source and near center relaying as represented in 

table 5.9. Firstly the reason why spatial correlation in scenario III only reduces for near destination 

relaying is that being close to the destination causes high spatial correlation; however with low    the 

relay nodes locate further from their reference points. Thus the distance between typical receiver and 

relay node is more in scenario III than scenario I for near destination relaying. The same situation 

however effects the spatial correlation of near source and near center relaying oppositely. Because the 

relay nodes might end up locate close to the typical receiver as happens in the example simulation that 

is represented in figure 5.6 (b), and consequently the spatial correlation increases.  

As a conclusion, the decrease in    effects the number of secondary nodes inside the relay search area 

of the primary pair. Therefore the chance of the relay node for being closer to the reference points of 

the relay selection rules drops with low   . Even though it has a decremental impact on the spatial 

correlation of near destination relaying, it increases the correlation of near source and near center 

relaying. 
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(a)                                                        (b)           

Figure 5.6. A relay’s position inside    with different    values for near center relaying rule 

 Figure 5.9 (a) Figure 5.9 (c) 

Near Source Relaying 0.985 0.98 

Near Center Relaying 0.92 0.88 

Near Destination Relaying 0.7 0.74 

Table 5.9. The marked probability values for spatial correlation coefficient in scenarios I and III 

for without PER case. 

The influence of secondary transmission probability   is analyzed through the scenarios II and III 

where the spatial correlation graphs are represented in figure 5.9 (b) and (c). In both cases    are 

similar where in scenario II   is lower. Accordingly, the increase in the number of secondary 

transmitters causes for the spatial correlation to decline. The reason is that, both in Eq. 5.1 and 5.3, 

fading is distributed randomly for each node and high number of secondary nodes causes an increment 

for the randomness in the aggregated interference calculations. This randomness increases the variance 

for both       and       in scenario III as demonstrated in figure 5.7 and as a consequence, the spatial 

correlation decreases. The decline in the spatial correlation from figure 5.9 (b) to (c) is indicated in 

table 5.10, and the reductions in near center and near destination relaying are more distinguishable 

than near source relaying. It is because for near source, the values are already really close to 0 due to 

the distance between the destination node and its relay; therefore the difference between the spatial 

correlations of scenario II and III becomes hard to notice.  

Consequently with high   , more secondary transmitters are generated inside the simulation 

environment, so more interfering elements take place within the aggregated interference calculations. 

Therefore the randomness that is introduced by fading increases with high   and the variations of the 

aggregated interferences increment. As a result, increase in the secondary transmission probability 

causes for spatial correlation to decline.  

 Figure 5.9 (b) Figure 5.9 (c) 

Near Source Relaying 0.97 0.98 

Near Center Relaying 0.85 0.88 

Near Destination Relaying 0.69 0.74 

Table 5.10. The marked probability values for spatial correlation coefficient in scenarios II and 

III for without PER case. 
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Scenario I and IV are compared to evaluate the influence of     on the spatial correlation. The 

empirical CDF graphs of spatial correlation for scenario I and IV are demonstrated in figure 5.9 (a) 

and (d) respectively. The marked probability values for the relay selection rules are indicated in table 

5.11 so the differences occur in scenario I and IV can be analyzed. According to table 5.11 a slight 

change occurs on the near source relaying rule; however the spatial correlation of near destination and 

near center relaying drops in figure 5.9 (d). The reason why the difference is more distinguishable for 

near destination and near center cases is that, near source relaying has really small spatial correlation 

values therefore the change occurs in this case is negligible. For near destination and near center 

relaying, more values distributed higher than 0; therefore the differences occur in these cases are 

distinctive. 

The reason for the spatial correlation to decrease is similar as in the previous part. The randomness in 

this case is increased by the high number of primary transmitters inside the simulation area. This 

randomness similarly causes for the variation of aggregated interferences to increase in scenario IV 

comparing to scenario I as depicted as in figure 5.8.  

Consequently, the increase in the primary node density    effects the spatial correlation similar as in 

the increase of the secondary transmitting probability   . Both parameters changes the density of 

interfering elements inside the simulation environment so the variation of the aggregated interferences 

in both scenarios differ. As a result, the spatial correlation decreases also with high   for all relaying 

rules; however this decline is more distinguishable if the relay node locates closer to the typical 

receiver, because in the opposite case, the spatial correlation already have quite small values to make 

any difference. 

 Figure 5.9 (a) Figure 5.9 (d) 

Near Source Relaying 0.985 0.98 

Near Center Relaying 0.92 0.95 

Near Destination Relaying 0.7 0.77 

Table 5.11. The marked probability values for spatial correlation coefficient in scenarios I and 

IV for without PER case. 
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(b) Scenario III 

Figure 5.7. The variations of       and       for scenarios II and III 

 
(b) Scenario I 

 
(b) Scenario IV 

Figure 5.8. The variations of       and       for scenarios I and IV 
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Finally the scenarios V and VI are compared to examine the effects of    over the spatial correlation. 

Table 5.12 represents the probability values of the marked sections from the figures 5.9 (e), (a) and (f) 

where    is 0.2, 1 and 5 respectively. The results in table 5.12 indicate that the change occurs in    

barely makes any difference on the spatial correlation values for the relay selection rules.    parameter 

changes the aggregated interference at the typical receiver and the relay node; however this change is 

similar in both nodes. In other words, if       is increased by the high signal power of secondary 

nodes then       similarly increases too. Therefore, the spatial correlation does not change for the 

different    values.  

As a result,    is ineffective over the spatial correlation since it doesn’t change the density of nodes 

and the randomness in the calculations won’t be influenced. If the signal power of secondary node 

causes high interference for the typical receiver, then similarly it causes high interference for the relay 

node. Therefore the spatial correlation results of scenarios I, V and VI for relay selection rules are 

really close to each other.  

 Figure 5.9 (e) Figure 5.9 (a) Figure 5.9 (f) 

Near Source Relaying 0.98 0.985 0.99 

Near Center Relaying 0.92 0.92 0.92 

Near Destination Relaying 0.68 0.7 0.69 

Table 5.12. The marked probability values for spatial correlation coefficient in scenarios V, I 

and VI for without PER case. 
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(a) Scenario I 

 
(b) Scenario II 

 
(c) Scenario III  
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 (d) Scenario IV 

 
(e) Scenario V  

 
 (f) Scenario VI 

Figure 5.9. Empirical CDF graphs of spatial correlation for without PER case 
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5.2.2 With PER  

The scenarios are simulated with PER and the spatial correlation graphs are demonstrated in figure 

5.10. The general view of the graphs and the numerical results in tables 5.13, 5.14 and 5.15 show that 

with the implementation of PER, spatial correlation increases for all relay selection rules. In section 

5.2.1, it is deduced that the high number of transmitting elements increases the variation of the 

aggregated interferences since fading is distributed randomly for each node. In PER, the secondary 

transmitters that locate inside the exclusive zone become inactive, so they do not transmit. Hence, PER 

reduces the number of secondary transmitters inside the simulation area, the randomness of those 

nodes are eliminated in       and       computations. As a consequence with PER, variations of       
and       decline and spatial correlation increases for three relaying schemes. 

The same scenarios are implemented and simulated with PER for the spatial correlation. The presented 

results are evaluated for the effects of   ,  ,    and    for PER case as similar as in the previous 

section.  

 

Near Source Relaying without PER with PER 

Scenario I 0.98 0.94 

Scenario II 0.97 0.94 

Scenario III 0.98 0.93 

Scenario IV 0.98 0.98 

Scenario V 0.98 0.94 

Scenario VI 0.99 0.93 

Table 5.13. The marked probability values of spatial correlation coefficients regarding near 

source relaying for without PER and with PER cases. 

 

Near Center Relaying without PER with PER 

Scenario I 0.92 0.8 

Scenario II 0.85 0.81 

Scenario III 0.88 0.8 

Scenario IV 0.95 0.91 

Scenario V 0.92 0.81 

Scenario VI 0.92 0.82 

Table 5.14. The marked probability values of spatial correlation coefficients regarding near 

center relaying for without PER and with PER cases. 
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Near Destination Relaying without PER with PER 

Scenario I 0.7 0.57 

Scenario II 0.69 0.67 

Scenario III 0.73 0.69 

Scenario IV 0.77 0.73 

Scenario V 0.68 0.59 

Scenario VI 0.69 0.56 

Table 5.15. The marked probability values of spatial correlation coefficients regarding near 

destination relaying for without PER and with PER cases. 

Scenarios I and III are compared to analyze the influence of    over the spatial correlation for the PER 

case. The graphs in figure 5.10 (a) and (c) demonstrate the changes occur in the spatial correlation for 

different    values. The spatial correlation of near destination relaying is obviously higher in scenario 

I than III. This is because the decrease in    causes for relay nodes to locate not as close to the 

reference points of the relaying rules as in higher    which is explained in detail in without PER 

section of the spatial correlation. Correspondingly, the spatial correlation of near destination relaying 

decreases while it increases for both near source and near center relaying. It shows that the 

implementation of PER does not change the effects of    over the spatial correlation.  

Regarding the scenarios II and III, the secondary transmission probability is changed. Figure 5.10 (b) 

and (c) represents the empirical CDF graphs of scenarios II and III. According to the results, the 

differences between the spatial correlations of both scenarios for all three relay selection rules are 

quite small to notice. The increase in the number of transmitters in time slot   result with high 

variation for both aggregated interferences which decreases the spatial correlation regarding the 

without PER case. With PER, the secondary transmitters are eliminated due to being inactive inside 

the exclusive zones. So, even though the density of secondary transmitters in   is increased, this does 

not make a big difference as in the without PER case on the spatial correlation. Therefore the change 

occurs between scenarios II and III with PER case becomes insignificant.  

Consequently, the PER reduces the effect of high secondary transmission probability by deactivating 

the secondary transmitters that locate inside the exclusive zones. So the difference between the 

scenarios with different   values become quite small to take into consideration.  

Scenarios I and IV are compared to analyze the effect of    on the spatial correlation with PER case. 

The results graphs are demonstrated in figure 5.10 (a) and (d) for scenarios I and IV respectively. 

According to the result, the spatial correlations in scenario IV for all relay selection rules becomes 

lower than scenario I. It is because, the variation of       and       is increased with high    as 

similar as without PER section. Therefore spatial correlation decreases for all relay selection rules. 

Lastly, scenarios V and VI are compared for the effects of    with PER case. In the without PER 

section, it is decided that    is not influential over the spatial correlation since the changes occurs in 

the simulation environment which is caused by    is similar at both receiver and relay sides. 

According to the empirical CDF graphs of spatial correlation in figure 5.10 (e) and (f), implementation 

of PER does not cause any distinction between the results. In other words,    is not effective on the 

spatial correlation of all relaying rules regarding with PER case either.  

Consequently, the factors that determine the spatial correlation of relay selection rules for without 

PER and with PER cases can be written as: 
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 The distance between the typical receiver and its relay node is the dominant factor for the 

spatial correlation of relay selection rules. Accordingly, the relay node locates closest to the 

receiver in near destination relaying so regarding all the empirical CDF graphs of spatial 

correlation, near destination always has the highest spatial correlation values among all 

relaying rules.  

 Implementation of PER results with an increment in the spatial correlation for three relay 

selection rules regarding all scenarios. It is because; the variations of the aggregated 

interferences are vulnerable for the random distribution of fading. Therefore increasing the 

number of any transmitting element, primary or secondary, results with more randomness 

within the aggregated interferences of both relay node and receiver sides. However with PER, 

the secondary locate inside the exclusive zone become inactive so their transmission is 

eliminated from the aggregated interference calculations. Therefore the variation is reduced 

and the spatial correlation increases with PER. 

 Secondary node density influences the number of secondary nodes inside each relay selection 

area of the primary pairs. If the number of nodes decreases, then the selected nodes end up 

further from their reference points. This decreases the spatial correlation of near destination 

relaying where increments the spatial correlation of near source and near center relaying for 

both without PER and with PER cases.  

 Change in the primary or secondary transmitter density causes for more transmitting elements 

to be generated inside the simulation area, so the interference of each node is added to the 

aggregated interferences of the relay and the receiver. According to the aggregated 

interference calculations, fading is distributed randomly for each node so increasing the 

number of transmitting elements also increases the variation. As a consequence, the spatial 

correlation decreases with high primary node density or secondary transmission probability.  

 However the influence of secondary transmission probability in with PER case is not as strong 

as in without PER case. Since the increase in the number of secondary transmitters is limited 

by PER, the variations of the aggregated interferences does not differ as much as without PER 

case. So the decline in the spatial correlation for high secondary transmission probability is 

barely noticeable for PER case since its effects are weakened with PER.  

 The difference of secondary signal power is ineffective for the spatial correlation since the 

change caused by the secondary signal power is similar for the aggregated interferences of 

both relay and the receiver nodes.  
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(a) Scenario I                                                                        

 
(b) Scenario II 

 
(c) Scenario III  
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 (d) Scenario IV 

 
(e) Scenario V      

 
 (f) Scenario VI 

Figure 5.10. Empirical CDF graphs of spatial correlation for with PER case 
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CHAPTER 6  

CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 

 

 

 

 

In this thesis project, we constitute two simulation cases with six scenarios and in all of them a CRN 

framework is built where primary network cooperates with secondary network. Some of the secondary 

users are chosen to become a relay node for the primaries so their contribution to the primary 

communication can increase the transmission capacity of licensed network. This increase in the 

transmission capacity is harnessed by the rest of the secondary users which are still active. The relay 

selection process is held by three relay selection rules which are near source, near center and near 

destination relaying. Each rule is used for relay selection process for each simulation so their results 

can be compared to analyze their effects on the interference. Additional to these specifications, only 

one of the simulation cases includes PERs for each primary pair within the network.  

In the following parts of the thesis, the simulation scenarios are created so each of them can reflect a 

specific network environment. In every scenario, a particular network parameter is analyzed for its 

effect over the spatial and temporal correlation. Furthermore, the relay selection rules are compared 

according to their correlation results.  

It has been concluded that, the interferences at the receiver and its relay node are not totally 

independent from each other. The spatial correlation observed to increase with near destination 

relaying and even with near center relaying the correlation values vary higher than 0. Regarding the 

interferences at the receiver for two different time fractions, they are not always equal to each other 

which is because with the cooperation the transmitting elements in both fractions change. The most 

obvious decrease in temporal correlation can be observed with high primary density since each 

primary selects a relay node; therefore cooperation is encouraged in this simulation. Additional to the 

temporal correlation, the lower values are generally obtained for near source relaying since DF 

relaying strategy demonstrates better performance for all scenarios when the relay node is closer to the 

source. The implementation of PER on the other hand provokes cooperation in a sense that the 

performance of the relays increases when the harmful secondary interference is reduced; therefore 

with PER temporal correlation decreases.  

The future work section is proposed to extend the simulations for evaluating the different aspects of 

this master thesis project. This work focuses on the signal from source to relay and the ability of relay 

to decode the message is evaluated throughout the project. The other part of the cooperative 

transmission which occurs from relay to destination can be investigated. Furthermore any other 

interesting cases can be implemented as future work: 

 Applying different relaying strategies which have better performance than DF. 

 Multihop transmission and multiple relay structure can be implemented to the simulation. 

 Secondary transmitters can be considered as selfish users which means they have to compete 

with each other to access the spectrum and on the other hand cooperation between primary 

nodes and secondary relays remains. 
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 More simulations can be conducted with different parameters regarding the primary signal 

power. Specifically with PER case, higher secondary node density or transmission probability 

can be implemented to observe the changes clearly. 
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List of Acronyms 

 

 

 

 

NTIA   National Telecommunications and Information Administration 

CRN   Cognitive Radio Network 

QoS   Quality of Service 

TDMA   Time Division Multiple Access 

FDMA   Frequency Division Multiple Access 

SIC   Successive Interference Cancellation 

AWGN   Additive White Gaussian Noise 

MIMO   Multiple Input Multiple Output 

DF   Decode and Forward 

AF   Amplify and Forward 

CF   Compress and Forward 

PER   Primary Exclusive Region 

SINR   Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio 

SIR   Signal to Interference Ratio 

PPP   Poisson Point Process 

CDF   Cumulative Distribution Function 
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